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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study is to raise and discuss the literature on weeding and disposal in academic libraries. A survey of documents in databases of national and international scientific articles that address this issue. Items recovered on disposal and weeding were filtered and separated into four categories, namely: physical space, the current collection, collection development and other aspects. The results indicate that the process of weeding and disposal is not much explored in the literature, both nationally and internationally, in addition, there are indications that not all libraries that care to follow training policies and collection development statements.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There is a latent concern in the Librarianship and Information Science courses about discussing some aspects and librarianship concepts about determined issues. The students of the field are stimulated to deepen in some issues which facilitate the profession. One of the subjects discussed during the course are the policies of formation of collections development, which deals with the relation of the user with the collection management. On this aspect Miranda (2007, p.5) aims that “[…] to develop collections implies in systematizing and creating procedures to the selection, acquisition, assessment and weeding of collection”. There must be an efficient plan in relation to the collection growth, in order to efficiently meet the needs of their community.
Vergueiro (1989) believes that activities related to the development of collections “[...] should be as daily activities as the cataloguing, classification and indexation of items”. However, according to the author, it is not what happens in the Brazilian libraries in general. As Weitzel emphasizes (2006, p.7), although this process is present mainly in the activities of selection and acquisition of items, it is rare to find a library which adopts a formal policy and all its technical resources to guarantee the balanced development of collections, given the institutional and collective goals.

There are no doubts that the policy of development of collections is an important instrument to initiate the process of formation and growth of collections. It is also important to highlight, according to Vergueiro (1989, 1993), that this policy has a strategic function to manage conflicts of interests and to obtain consensus, improve the communication channel with the community and be a mechanism for institutional achievements.

Although the literature seems saturated when it comes to policies, collection development, there is still much to discuss. That’s because everything indicates that the theory and practice are in opposite sides about this thematic. Even though the courses of Librarianship and Information Science offer disciplines about these policies, it is not all the libraries that have a policy of formation and development of collection consolidated, in addition it is noted that the discussion in the literature surrounds always among the same works.

The main steps for the development of collections were highlighted by Vergueiro (1989), Maciel and Mendonça (2006), they are: community study, collection development policy, selection, acquisition, evaluation and; weeding. However, in this study we will address only on the step related to weeding, given its importance for the harmonious growth of the collections of libraries.

Many times the weeding is done without the aid of a collection development policy well defined. The activities of the reassignment and disposal of the collection are carried out as the need arises, without following guidelines previously planned.

Despite the trend towards incorporation of digital works in libraries can alleviate the issues related to their physical space, it can be seen that this fact has
not had a significant impact in these environments. This statement is verified by the observation that the majority of university libraries are found in the limit for the provision of the collections. In addition the issue of physical space, is the premise that the library is a living organism, i.e. it cannot be regarded as a deposit, where the works are statics, without care and mainly unused.

The weeding process involves the commitment of the professional who, after an assessment of the work, will decide whether or not it should remain in the collection. Complicated decision? If we consider the implications arising from these practices yes, the relocation can compromise access, if the works removed from the circulating collection are not disclosed they are in danger of being completely forgotten. In the case of disposal, if the evaluation is miss performed, a rare work, or a depleted work, but with a large influx of loan, can be discarded. Furthermore, if there is no interest from another library in the discarded works, the professional should make the decision to send them for recycling, which can generate commotion to the population by the disposal for institutionalized works. Even though involving commitment is a difficult task to execute it should not be avoided. All the decisions must follow previously approved policies.

This work aims to accomplish a documentary survey of information sources in national and international articles, theses and dissertations that address weeding in university libraries. Although we know that discussions about the incorporation of digital books in libraries bring perspectives of dematerialization of the collections, it is still necessary to know the scientific production about practical issues that still affect directly the decision taking of librarians in information units.

2 METHODOLOGICAL WAYS

This is an exploratory research to do a survey and categorization of studies focusing on weeding and disposal, retrieved in sources of national and international information. According to Oliveira (2002, p.135), "[...] the exploratory studies are aimed at the formulation of a problem to the effect of a more precise search, or even for the development of hypotheses".
About the choice of research method, Lopes (2003, p.11) points out that the clever combination of theory and methodology allows to perform the magic of the metamorphosis of a ‘subject’ into a ‘theme’ strictly scientific and, consequently, the accomplishment of the research and the formulation of a new explanation, or improvement of any known explanation.

Thus, it is concluded that all research work should have the demonstration and the development of logical reasoning. According to Alves-Mazzotti and Gewandsznajder (2001), the social sciences have developed their own models of research and proposed criteria that serve to guide the development of research, as well as evaluating the rigor of their procedures and the reliability of their conclusions. The methodological steps indicate the path that must be traveled, presenting several parts, such as the methods used and techniques applied, readings and discussions on the topic chosen, seeking a theoretical framework in which, Demo (2004), builds up the explanatory ability of the author, in order to deal with the causes, origins, reasons of the problem into focus.

For the recovery of the scientific production about weeding in university libraries, surveys were conducted in 4 (four) sources of relevant information to the field of Applied Social Sciences, the Library and Information Science Abstracts (LISA) and EBSCO Information Services, in The Scientific Electronic Library Online (SciELO) and the Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations (BDTD), University of São Paulo (USP). The records retrieved with this theme were subsequently filtered and placed into categories, only the researches directly related to weeding and activities of diverting and disposal of bibliographic materials were prioritized.

Not all retrieved records made the full text available, so we chose to analyze the summaries of these records and distribute them on previously defined categories. These categories related to weeding were thus entitled: the physical space; the collection update; collections development; and several aspects addressed. After this categorization, the records were analyzed within the context of this study.
3 NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ON WEEDING

According to Vergueiro (1989) weeding is the routine of relocation of some items of the collection, which did not have many queries in recent times, to an inactive collection, which may return or not to the active collection, depending on demand by users. On the other side the Disposal is considered a bit more complex routine, because many collections are tumbled and heritage as the case of library collections of public institutions, which makes the act of disposal difficult. For Alonso (1988, p.192), the definition of a discard policy should have as its main objective the maintenance of the library collection, with the level of adjustments required for the best service to customers, covering all fields of subjects defined as relevant, inside the political guidelines and activities of the institution to which it binds.

In this sense, we highlight some guidelines for a program of disposal, as Alonso (1988, p.193):

a) that the ones involved in the task have professional experience and are confident that to discard is an intellectual and operational activity determinant of the collection development;

b) knowledge of the area being assessed;

c) the need to detect who uses the materials, how they are used, and mainly the reason they are no longer used;

d) the most suitable occasion for disposal is apparently during the collection inventory.

The relocation and disposal contribute to renew the spaces of the library collection, to the storage and improvements in user access to existing material in the library (WEITZEL, 2006).

For Puerta, Amaral and Lovely (2010) "[...] the collections need weeding so that they can develop harmoniously, without having some of their parts developed randomly, making themselves strange to the others".

Knowing the definitions and implications of weeding, below is the categorization of articles retrieved in the information sources surveyed.
On Table 1 there are the keywords used for the information retrieval. The partial frequency refers to the number of articles retrieved using the descriptors related and the total frequency is the number of articles that specifically address the theme 'weeding' in libraries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Sources</th>
<th>Descriptors Used</th>
<th>Partial Frequency</th>
<th>Total Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LISA</td>
<td>&quot;collection development&quot; and library and disposal</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBSCO</td>
<td>collection development and library and disposal/library and discarding</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDTD/USP</td>
<td>&quot;collections development&quot; + disposal&quot; academic library</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SciELO</td>
<td>Collections development e university$ libraries$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SciELO</td>
<td>collection development and library</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>87</strong></td>
<td><strong>19</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is observed that in some sources of information the descriptor 'Academic library' was not used, this because, when restricting the search with this descriptor any records were recovered.

It is highlighted that in the survey conducted in BDTD/USP, the only wholly national foundation consulted with the descriptors used, only five records were recovered, however, after analysis, it was noted that none of them was really relevant to the study for not addressing weeding (relocation and/or disposal). This result may reflect the lack of interest of scholars in exploring this theme. We can ask ourselves if the students of Library and Information Science are not paying attention to these issues, or are actually unaware of the importance of this process.

At SciELO relevant articles were not found either. Two surveys were conducted with different descriptors, in both 23 (twenty three) items in total were recovered, but none which addressed the topic searched. This result could mean a lack of interest from researchers in the field in investing in researches of this nature, or even agreement among pairs of saturation of this problem.
About the year of publication of the articles, in Figure 1 we observe that the oldest article is from 1976, after this date only in 1984 another article on the same topic is available in the information sources surveyed. It is observed a higher concentration of articles in the 2000s, more specifically from 2002 on. In 2008, 4 (four) articles were available.

This quantitative demonstrates that the scientific production on the weeding is still incipient. The few studies found are international. This fact indicates a gap in national studies of this nature.

**Figure 1: Year of publication of articles.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the survey accomplished in the information sources a total of 87 (eighty seven) articles that address the theme of the collection development in academic libraries was found, however, it was found that out of these 87 (eighty seven) articles, only 19 (nineteen) really deal with the weeding in libraries as a central theme.

**3.1 Weeding: Physical Space**

In this category jobs that were intended to make the relocation or disposal with the purpose of obtaining physical space were grouped.
About weeding, Evans (1979) defines it as being a practice of disposal or transfer of the collection for excess of copies, rarely used books and materials not used for a long time. In addition, Evans (1979, p.219) reports that there are three important aspects for weeding: "a) save space, improves access and reduces costs" and that some frequent excuses by the librarians for not weeding are: "[…] lack of time, fear of failure, putting off the collection and reluctance to throw a book away" (EVANS, 1979, p.222).

The article Crosetto, Kinne and Duhon (2008), highlights the ease of evaluation of the collection, through the available data, to the performing of the disposal, in order to get more space for a renovation project of the Library of the University of Toledo collection. The article of Higuchi (2002) also deals with a case study of the Academic library Asahi in Japan, which established rules for disposal of books in 1985. These rules had to be reviewed in 1998 due to growing pressure on the physical space. Library staff is empowered to remove the duplicates and old editions, however, for the disposal of other materials it is required consultation with academics.

And article IDEAS for an operación de expurgo in public libraries (2009) focuses on several methods to dispose old books and also some methods used to promote the growth and progress of public libraries. It also examines how to improve the updating of the collection, accessibility and overcome the limitation of space. With this it shows the importance of having a process for evaluating collections and storage areas to maintain the viability of the library.

Sinha and Clelland (1976) present a general model that addresses the problem of controlling the active collection of a library through the acquisition and disposal processes of material. It is assumed that the age of the book and volume of queries are important in this process and it is recognized the constraints related to shelf space and budget for acquisitions. It is believed, however, that at the time when the article was written the collection development and material disposal were not yet practices so widespread among professionals.
3.2 Weeding: Updating of the collection

The records classified in the category update the collection represent those articles that discuss the importance of this stage of development of collections to keep the collection updated. The update of the collection is of great importance for libraries once that the user needs sources of updated information, either of specific or collective nature, or, by its function, utility and use.

Burgett (2006) describes a program of dispose that helped a library of Kentucky to keep its collection updated and assisted in meeting the needs of its users. Mary and Sankar (2003) assert the importance of the development of collections in libraries, emphasizing the need for disposal, replacement of materials that are consistent with the needs of users and that are current. They also stress the importance of listening to the needs of users through questionnaires, and really know what you have in fact in the collection through inventory.

Booth (2009) presents a case study in libraries in the healthcare field, focusing on the disposal of materials considered outdated, he also discusses the importance of collection development and communication with its users. We see in the authors mentioned above that besides the concern with the issue of weeding, they also focused on the issue of communication with library users, auxiliary process of the development collections.

In the article of Lampasone (2008), the author offers suggestions for disposing of the collection of printed references, the author suggests to keep only the most current items and also to use the resources of the internet, when available.

Bostic (1985) asserts that the practice of disposal is used very little and that the shelves of the libraries contain many unused and unwanted materials. Indicates that the relocation is one of the best available techniques for the construction of long-range of useful collections, and how the dispose improves the efficiency and vitality of a collection, in the same way that unnecessary items weaken. It is noteworthy that this article dates from 1985, which shows us an advanced view by the author, who already considered the disposal and relocation the best techniques available for the building and maintenance of an alive and acting collection.
On the other hand, Smith (2004) focuses on the disposal from the fiction collections of libraries in, deals with the importance of a policy for the development of the collection, of the attractiveness of the collection by removing unnecessary items and leaving the collection more centralized. Kerby (2002a) provides information on the assessment, continuous review and disposal, processes carried out in order to keep the collection of books updated. Shows the common excuses not to discard, the importance of these processes and how they are performed. Rogers (2007) analyzes the disposal as a useful function, yet neglected in libraries. The disposal or the relocation refer to the removal of outdated, obsolete and worn materials, these activities are as important as the acquisition. The library's collection becomes updated and renewed when the relocation is done.

It is possible to realize by the dialogues of the authors cited, how important it is for the library to keep its collection updated. To do so, one must not dismiss efforts with the evaluation of the collection. The relocation and disposal can only be made after obtaining the results of the collection evaluation.

3.3 Weeding: Collection Development

On this category the authors dealing with the weeding within the process of the collection development were grouped. It is noteworthy that the weeding step within the process of collection development is not as exploited as the stages of selection and acquisition.

For Reid (2008), in small libraries it is necessary to consider the following aspects: interlibrary loan, use, disposal and age of collection. Miller (1984), focuses on management of library collections, on the attitudes of librarians to manage the collection, presents arguments for the disposal of books and also relevant considerations to the management of library collections. Kerby (2002b) presents the view of specialists in the school library about the different aspects of collection development. The importance of cataloging, the selection criteria used and also the importance of disposing of materials.
It is interesting to note in the above quotations, how the authors equate the importance of preparation and execution of all the stages of the process of the collection development, including the process in a cyclic and continuous way.

3.4 Weeding: Several Aspects Covered

On this category we found the authors dealing with the weeding in a more comprehensive way, without necessarily focusing on a specific category, however, they show the importance of this step for a smooth running of the library services.

In the article of Krabbe (1987) suggestions on disposal of books, journals and other library collection materials are offered. Collie (2010) attributes to the reluctance of American librarians to perform disposal for being afraid to discard something that someone might want later, for not knowing where to start this venture, or for having the misconception that when purchasing works, the same shall remain in the library as heritage.

On the article *Vintage feedback* (2008), the authors present opinions about the document life on the shelves of a library, and the decision associated with the disposal of the book or other resource. According to the authors, the provision of a book is based on the relevance and use condition. The editors assume that the books are discarded based on its value, on the other side in the libraries the basis for the disposal is the collection development policy.

Finally, Intner (2006) reflects on disposal, relocation, treatment and preservation of materials for librarians. He believes that the disposal should receive more attention, and notes the difficulty that librarians have to perform this process. He presents an analysis of the activity of disposal as necessary and positive emphasizing its importance for the improvement of the services offered in libraries.

In these articles we can observe, as it was highlighted by Vergueiro (1989), that one of the possible obstacles to the non-realization of the disposal is the professional, once he feels unprepared and even disoriented about how to perform this process, is afraid to perform it incorrectly and thus prefer not to do it.
4 FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

The idealization of this work came after the observation of the lack of national publications on issues related to collection development, particularly with respect to weeding. In this sense, one of the great difficulties in carrying out this study was precisely the lack of national bibliography on the subject, being used almost only the book by Vergueiro (1989), because the books after this quoted the same. This work is one of the few references when it comes to collection development, it is noted that the theme has not been updated, either for lack of interest of scholars in the field of Library and Information Science or because it has already attained a degree of saturation.

Analyzing and reflecting on the questions regarding the disposal, it is clear how necessary it is for libraries to have a collection development policy, and not only to have but follow it. As raised in the theoretical, the deployment and use of all stages of collection development can contribute effectively to the improvement of the services offered by libraries, and mainly keep them with alive, active and updated collections.

Although we know about the existence of steps to follow to the development of policies for the formation and development of collections, some issues are latent: Why do institutions do not strive for the implementation of such policies? Is the process of collection development lagging? Is it required a redesign of the steps for appropriateness and updating? Is the attitude of librarians towards their collections correct?

The answer of these questions would require a more prepared study, but what can be seen through this research is that the collection development needs more attention from librarians.

It is not enough to focus on the selection and acquisition of materials, while the shelves are full of items for use in poor condition, works slightly consulted or even outdated, which occupy an excessive space. It is at this point that the cyclical process of collection development becomes clearer, because if the collection is evaluated through inventory or reports containing data of loan, it is possible to
relocate and dispose the right materials, gaining shelf space to allocate new acquisitions that have been carefully selected - through the study of the community and / or user to whom the library serves - and subsequently acquired.

It is extremely necessary that university libraries invest in the implementation of collection development policies, so that they could save financial and human resources, besides meeting the expectations of its users better.
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